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Abstract. We prove that every FTR-language R (factorial, transitive, rational) admits a minimal 
irreducible deterministic automaton. This automaton can be computed in three different ways. 
First, it admits an intrinsic definition depending only on the syntactic monoid of the language R. 
Secondly, it is a quotient for a simple equivalence relation of every irreducible deterministic 
automaton recognizing R. Thirdly, it is a subautomaton of the classical minimal deterministic 
automaton associated with I?, computable with a simple algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of FTR-languages appears in the theory of symbolic systems: in this 
theory, they are named transitive sofic systems [3]; and the automata used to 
recognize them, called Fisher automata, are irreducible deterministic automata. 
In a previous paper [l], we studied a related notion: the notion of a rational 
cover [2]. Rational covers are recognized by trimmed automata, and FTR-languages 
are a subclass of the class of rational covers. An FTR-language is a rational cover 
without singular factor. In [l], we proved the existence of a minimal trimmed 
automaton for a rational cover. In this paper, we prove a more precise result. In 
the same time, we correct some points from [l] which were partly inaccurate. In 
fact, in the case of rational covers with singular factor, the application of some 
trimmed automaton on the minimal one is not exactly a morphism (there is a mistake 
in the proof). 
So, it appears that the concept which provides interesting and clear results with 
respect o the notion of minimality is the FTR-language one. It is what we do here- 
Nevertheless, it remains to consider the whole c~a ,s &~f' languages recognized by 
trimmed automata (factorial bi-extendable, rational languages), not oniy the clas! 
of rational covers, and to look for some properties of minimality. 
aries 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A* den 
The empty word is denoted by 1 and 
of finite words upon ~4. 
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Let u E A*; u’ is a factor of u iff 3v, w E A* u = vu’w. The set of factors of u is F(u). 
2.1. Automata 
A finite automaton is a quadrv k, S/ = (Q3 F, I, T) sucpl that 
Q is a finite set of states, 
F c Q x A x Q is the set of transitions, 
@ I c Q is the set of initial states, 
@ T c Q is the set of final states. 
&*, the set of finite words recognized by .$ is the set of labels of the paths which 
start in some state of I and stop in some state of T. 
0 & is deterministic iff 
(q,a,q’)EF and (q,a,q”)EF * q’=q”; 
and, in that case, for every word u E A* and every state q E Q, q l u denotes (if 
it exists) the single state q’ such that there exists a path from q to q’ labelled by 
U. 
0 d is complete iiI 
WaEAWqEQ3qkQ (q,a,q’)Ol 
0 .s&’ is strongly connected iff for every pair (q, q’) E Q x Q, there exists a path from 
q to q’. 
& is irreducible iff it is strongly connected and I = T = Q. 
An irreducible deterministic automaton will be denoted by ida. 3 = (Q’, F’, I’, T’) 
is a subautomaton of d ifI 
Q’= 0, F’= Fn(Q’xAxQ’), I’= InQ’, T’= Tn Q’. 
2.2. Languages 
A language R c A* is said to be 
rational iff it is recognized by a finite automaton, 
transitive iti #za, oE R 3 w E A* uwv G R, 
factorial iff Vu E R F(u) c R. 
A ianguage satisfying these three properties is called an FTR-language. 
roposition 2.1 (Fischer [S]). Every FTR-language is recognized by an irreducible 
automaton and conversely. 
2.3. Morphsms of ida’s 
The usual definition of morphism% of automata [4] applied to an ida is the 
following one: Let &? = (Q, F, Q, Q) and 93 = (Q’, F’, Q’, Q’) be two ida’s. A partial 
function cp :Q + Q’ is a morphism from A to B iff 
q is a surjective function, 
VaEAVqEQ(q&ac(q*a)cg. 
One can remark that if (9 is a morphism from A to B then %* c &* [4]. 
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2.4. Transition monoid - syn tactic monoid 
Let ti = (Q, F, I, T) be a finite deterministic automaton. Let M be the monoid of 
partial functions from Q to Q provided with the operation of composition of 
functions. Let vd be the morphism of monoids defined by Wa E A aq& is the partial 
function from Q to Q such that Vq E Q q( arsJa) = q * a. The transition monoid M1 of 
& is the image of _J!” by Q &: M,= A*Q~. Let E be a part of a monoid N. The 
syntactic congruence modulo L is the congruence in N defined by 
U-~V iff Vx,yENxuyEL@XvyEL. 
The syntactic monoid of L is the quotient monoid N/,, . 
2.5. Green’s relations and O-minimal ideal of a monoid (cf. [6, 71) 
Let M be a monoid. Five equivalence relations R, L, H, J, D are usually defined 
in M, named Green’s relations: 
0 aRb@aM = bM, 
l aLbeMa=Mb, 
@ a.Ibe MaM = MbM, 
l aHbeaRb and aLb, 
l D=RvL. 
If a E M, LcL (resp. R,) denotes the L-class (resp. R-class) of a. We recall here some 
classical results 173 we shall use later. 
Proposition 2.2. If M is a finite monoid, then D = .I. 
A D-class is usually represented with an eggs-box where every cell represents an 
H-class, every arrow an R-class and every column an L-class. The main result is 
the following. 
Proposition 2.3 (Pin [7]). M is a finite monoid. Let a, b E M such that aRb. There 
exist u, v E M such that au = b and bv = u0 Let p,, and pV be the right translations. 
Then p,, and pu are inverse bijections from L, onto Lb and from Lb onto L, respectively. 
These bijections preserve the H-classes, i.e.: 
VX, y E L, (resp. Lt,) xHy H xp,Hyp, (resp. xp,Hyp,). 
There is of course, a dual property if we suppose aLb. A D-class is shown in Fig. 1. 
A left (resp. right) ideal is a part I c M such that MI = I (resp. IM = I). An 
ideal is a part I c M such that MIM = I. A monoid M has a zero if there exists 
0 E M such that M 0 = 0 M = 0. If M has a zero, a (resp. left, right) ideal is O-minimal 
if it is not reduced to 0, and minimal for inclusion among the (resp. left, right) 
ideals not reduced to 0. 
-,d3(S(D ‘S) V3Vdq 
a%en%neI-xm ue jo ep! ~eluyt!~ l c
“d 
89 
At last, let r. E Z - {O] 
cp is defined by 
VE Z-(O) 
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There exists a state q. E Q such that qoro # s. The morphism 
rQ = qor. 
One can remark that qor # s. Indeed, r and r. are in the same R-class Rx. So, there 
exists r’ such that rr’ = r,. Now suppose qor = s. Then, qoro = qorr’ = sr’ = s, which 
is a contradiction, so qor # s. It remains only to prove that 3 is an ida, 93* = R and 
that Q is a morphism from 9 to &. Z - (0) is an R-class, so it implies that @ is 
strongly connected. 
(1) The function Q is surjective iff Vq E Q 3r E Z -{0} qor = q. We know that 
qoro f s, so there exists rl E Mt such that qOrorl - q, because & is irreducible. So, 
ror, # 0 and rorl E Z - (0). Thus, q = ( rorl)cg. 
(2) #hxZ-{O}ifaEA (rcp)*a=(qor)*a=qor(at3) and (r*a)Q=(r(aO))Q= 
qOr(aO). SG Q is a morphism, and &* c B*. 
Now, let u E 9*: 3r, rk Z - (0) r’ = r l u. So, r’y, = qOr’ = qo( r l u) = qor( ue). But 
qOr=q#s, so q’ u=qor(u6)=qor’= r’rp # s. And u is the label of a path in & 
starting from q = qor. So u E d*. Let M, the syntactic monoid of Mt -{O}, that is, 
the quotient of MI by the congruence - M,_{o) and + the canonical morphism Mt + M, . 
Clearly, for every u, o E A*, we have 
So, modulo an isomorphism, M, is the syntactic monoid of R. Consequently, it is 
‘ndependent of the choice of the automaton .s& We can remark that OQ is a zero in 
and that 0$(-l} = 0. On the other hand, Z$ is a O-minimal right ideal of M,. 
So, + defines a morphism from the automaton !?8 to the automaton go whose set 
of states is Z+ - (0) and whose transitions are 
Vr E Z$ - (0) Va E A r 9 a = r( ae$) if r( a&b) # 0. 
It is clear that ~4 : 93 + B. is a morphism and d,* = !%* = R. B. is obviously an ida. 
We stress that a0 depends only on R because all the O-minimal right ideals of M, 
are isomorphic. Now, we have the scheme in Fig. 2. And it suffices to remark that 
$ can be factorized by Q iff 
(*) Wr,r’E Z-(O) rep = r’cp 3 r#= r’tjk 
Implication (*) is proved using Proposition 2.3. Indeed, rep = r’p H qor = qor’. 
Let us suppose that urv f 0. Then, we shall prove that Eor’v Z 0, which implies 
Fig. 2. 
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t$ = r’$. If r’v = 0 then we would have qg’v = qorv = s. But, there exists v’ such that 
r = rvv’ because rM, = rvM,. So, qor = qorvv’ = sv’ = s. But, qor # s and there is a 
contradiction. So r’v f 0 and tv E I - (0). 
On the other hand, ur # 0, so ur E &. By Proposition 2.3, ur’v belongs to the 
L-class of r’v and so ur’v # 0. Now, since rg = r’p + rrC, = r’#, there exists a sujective 
function t$ of the set of states of ~4 onto B. such that q$ = #. And it is easy to 
verify that 6 is a morphism from & to Bo. q6 is defined by Vq E Q q$ = r$ where 
r E qp - (-1) (cf. Fig. 3). So, we have built an ida a0 depending only on R such 
that 990” =R, and a morphism $ from & to Bo. 
(2) It remains to consider the case when R = &*. Let Se = (6, F, Q, Q) an ida 
such that &* = R. If SB is complete, let a0 be the complete automaton which has 
only one state. Then, a$ = A* and clearly, there is a morphism from & to so. If 
& is not complete, we come back to the first constru<-Gsn b; sd&g a zero ts Mt. 
Let Ml = Mtu (0;. Then, R = (M: - {O})tT’ and the O-minimal ideal of M: is the 
minimal ideal of Mt. At this point, the proof is identical to the first case and a0 is 
a complete automaton with a single state because the minimal ideal of the syntactic 
monoid of A* has only one element. Actually, t e following corollary proves that 
the last case cannot be done. Cl 
Fig. 3. 
Corollary 3.2. If & is an ida such that &* = A”, then J&! is complete. 
Proof. There exists a morphism 6 from & to the complete automaton B. with a 
single state q. of & according to the previous proof. So, for every state q of & and 
every aEA, (q$)=ac(q=a)& But q&=qo and qO*a=qo, so q-a is not empty 
and ti is complete. Cl 
We illustrate this first result with an example. 
Example 3.3. Let R the FTR-language recognized by the ida d in Fig. 4. 8 is the 
canonical morphism A*+ M, with a6 = cy, 66 = p, c0 = ‘y. The O-minimal ideal of 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
Fig. 7. 
Mt is T = (0, a, y, ap, par, yp, a$&?}. T- (0) is a D-class, union of two R-classes 
(and three L-classes) which is represented in Fig. 5. 
For example, I = (0, LY, cwj3, a@} is a O-minimal right ideal of Mt and 93 is the 
automaton shown in Fig. 6. If we choose qo= 1 then v> is defined by 
ay=q(p=l, @P = qoffP = 3, cuppP = qoaPP = 2. . 
Now, Q! -M,_(Ol a@, so B. has only two states, as shown in Fig. 7. And it is the 
minimal ida associated to R. We can see that R = F( (a, bc*b)“). 
We now give another way to build this minimal automaton. Let & = (Q, F, Q, Q) 
an ida such that &* - R. For every q E Q, let & be the set of words which are the 
label of some path in &, starting in q. We consider the equivalence relation in Q: 
q-q’iff Lq= Li. And 2 is the quotient of J$ for this relation: 6 = Q/- and F is 
defined by 
(p, a, P’)E P iff 3qep 3q’Ep’(q, a, q’)E F. 
Obviously, 2 is an ida such that &* = R. d is said to be reduced for - (- is the 
identity in J&. And the canonical mapping Q + Q is a morphism from & to 2. 
Proposition 3.4. Let s4 be an ida recognizing an FTR-language R. Then 2 is the 
minimal ida of R (up to an isomorghism ).
roof. It suffices to prove that, in the previous construction, if sllz is a reduced ida, 
then the morphism 6 : d + B. is an isomorphism. Let q and q’ be such that q$ = q$. 
There exist r and P’ E I - (0) such that q,r = q, qor’ = q’ and a@ = r’$. That means that 
Vu, v urvE M,-(O) iff z4t’vE M,-(O). 
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Let y E Lq. So q . y = p and p # s. ‘Therefore, qOr(yO) = p and r(v@) # 0. Since r+ = r’+, 
r’(ye) # 0 and SO &(ye) # s. But q,_*‘(ytJ) = q’(yO), so y E L4#. And Lq c L4.. Lqtc Lq 
is proved in a symmetrical way. So Lq = Lqt and then q = q’ since J$ is reduced. 
mence $ is an isomorphism. Cl 
Example 3.5. We look again tc the automaton 94 of Example 3.3. We have Z+ = LZ. 
So 2 is the one shown in Fig. 8, and 2 is isomorphic to so. 
Fig. 8. 
At last, we 
FTR-language 
initial state). 
shall give the relation between the minimal ida recognizing an 
and its usual minimal deterministic automaton [4] (with a single 
Definition. Let d = (Q, F) be a finite automaton. 2I = (Q’, F’) is a terminal sub- 
automaton of & iff 
0 -99 is a subautomaton of & 
0 VqEQ’VaEAVqkQ(q,a,q’)EF’3qkQ’. 
Proposition 3.6. Let do be the usual minimal deterministic automaton recognizing an 
FTR-language R. Then, the minimal ida recognizing R is a ter. sinal subautomaton of 
43. 
Proof. It is quite clear from Proposition 3.4. Let &, = (Q, F, qo, Q) be the minimal 
deterministic automation with a single initial state such that &* = R. Since R is an 
FTR-language, do has the following propertv: 
So, among the strongly connected components of do, there exists at least one which 
is a terminal subautomaton of 98,. Let 210 be such a strongly connected component. 
.9& = (Q’, F’, Q’, Q’). SO is reduced: Suppose I-,( 93,) = L,.( 3,) for some q, q’e Q’. 
LJ 9Bo) = L,( do) and LJ Boj = LJ d,,) ( a0 is a terminal subautomaton of do). And 
LJ do) = L&do) implies q = q’ (do is reduced). 
99$ = &t: The inclusion a$ c &$ is obvious. Let u E .@. Consider a state q E Q’, 
and a word v such that q. -jU q in & o. R is transitive, so there exists w E A* such 
that vwu E R. So there exists a path q. + U q + wU q’ and the states of the path q + wU q’ 
belong to Q’ because W. is a terminal subautomaton of do. S,I u E 9@. 0 
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b 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
Example 3.7. The usual minimal deterministic automaton recognizing R = 
F( (a, bc*b)*) is as shown in Fig. 9. And the terminal strongly connected component 
of J@ is the minimal ida of R, as shown in Fig. IO. In this example, Sa, has only 
one terminal strongly connected component; it is not a particular case as is proved 
below. 
Corollary 3.8. The usual minimal deterministic automaton of an FTR-language has 
only one terminal strongly connected component. 
Proof. Suppose there exists at least two terminal strongly connected coniponents 
in &,“: a and %%I’. By Proposition 3.6, they are isomorphic. Let q and 4) be two 
different states of %? and so respectively, associated in this isomorphism. We have 
L&s&) = LJ 3) = L4’( 3’) = L&&J. So, J& is not reduced and there is a contra- 
diction. El 
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